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News
It has been a while since the last
newsletter so lots to catch up on.
Contributions have been a bit thin on the
ground lately so only one article this time
but lots of meet reports. The newsletter
relies on input from the membership
whether it be in the form of articles or
ensuring the log book is kept up to date.
As well as writing in the log book on
meets you can also use the Yahoo site to
record your activities.
Christmas Dinner
This years Christmas Dinner will be held
at ‘The Seven Stars’ in Dinton (between
Aylesbury and Thame) on Saturday 15th
December at 7.30pm. Cost for the three
Course meal will be £26 including a 10%
service charge. For the full menu see the
back page. If you want steak then there
will be an additional £4 surcharge with
another £1.50 for Diane sauce. Payment
to be made by cheque to Pete Anderson
You can submit your menu choice either
by phoning Jenny Walker or online at the
following URL
http://tinyurl.com/8c8nz6a
Monday Nights at The Broad Leys
During the winter the Monday pub
meeting will commence at 8.30. This was
one idea suggested at the AGM to
improve attendance along with the
possibility of reducing the pub meet to
once or twice a month. Please let us know
if you have an opinion on this or have any
other bright ideas.
2013 Calendars
Moira is once again planning to put
together an ACC calendar for 2013. Cost
is likely to be in the region of £10.50
each if we get enough orders. Please let
Moira know asap if you would like one
and pick out your best photos of club
related people / events of the past year.
More news on page 7

www.acc.org.uk

Meets & Events
2012
16th-18th

Tan-y-Garth
Capel Curig
Snowdonia

26th

Slide Show - Squash Club

7th-9th

Homestead Bunkhouse
Bamford
Peak District

15th

Christmas Dinner

18th-20th

Low House
Coniston
Lake District

November

December
2013

January
February
March
April
May

?

8th-10th

Glan Dena
Ogwen Valley
Snowdonia

15th-17th

Lawrenny Hostel
Pembrokeshire

19th-21st

Falcliffe Cottage
Grindleford
Peak District

3rd-6th
24th-27th

Camping Meet
Venue TBC

8th-15th

Glen Brittle Memorial Hut
Isle of Skye

21st-23rd

YMC Coppermines Hut
Coniston
Lake District

12th-14th

Caseg Fraith
Ogwen Valley
Snowdonia

June
June
July

Alpine Meet

August
September

13th-15th

The Count House
Bosigran
Cornwall

18th-20th

Low Row East
Swaledale
Yorkshire

15th-17th

Robertson Lamb Hut
Langdale
lake District

October
November

Affiliated to the British Mountaineering Council
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Inspired by a talk at Plas y Brenin a seed
of an idea developed. If Ant Emmet and
Bruce Duncan could run the BG round,
cycle from John O’Groats to Lands End
and do the Devizes to Westminster kayak
race in 6 days 5 hours and something,
surely we could walk the BG round in a
pleasant 4/5 days. Once the seed was
sown, Sally ensured that it was
constantly nurtured. Kay was in at the
beginning and Claire once again
demonstrated her talent for accepting
challenges without fully understanding
what was involved.

enthusiasm slightly dented by the long
haul up to Clough Head.
Once
summited, we knew that most of our
peaks were conveniently ‘up there’ with
limited ascent and descent (if you
temporarily forget about Fairfeld and Seat
Table) that is. What we hadn’t bargained
for was the wind. As we walked south,
we were hit by an easterly wind that was
definitely NOT the 20 mph forecast.
Struggling to stand up we battled it until
White Side when we were forced into
submission as it lifted Kay and dumped
her unceremoniously several feet away.
The ridges of Helvellyn suddenly did not
look so inviting and very reluctantly, we
descended into the Thirlmere Valley for
tea at the pub, Sally surprising everyone
by not eating anything.

Soon, the inevitable spreadsheets
revealed that it was 98 kilometres, 42
peaks with 8247 metres of ascent and
descent. Jubilee week presented the
ideal opportunity. The itinerary was
finalised,
accommodation
was
booked and some random attempts
at fitness training took place.
We had some amazing weather - 5
days in the Lakes with a hardly a
cloud in the sky. If it hadn’t been for
that wind, it would have been
perfect. We started with an open
top bus ride into Keswick and a
bacon sandwich (apparently even
vegetarians can eat them) at Booths
café. After all, there was no hurry;
we only had 3 peaks to do that day Skiddaw,
Great
Calva
and
Blencathra, finishing at Scales.
Anyone, who has walked them in one
day, may appreciate our naivety as we
set out for a pleasant afternoon stroll.
We had missed 6
(Why Great Calva Bob?). Still, the pub
was still serving food at 8.00 pm so spirits peaks so the BG round had already
beaten us and, despite the £4.85 per
lifted as bodies faded.
person for a 20 minute bus ride, our
Day two was Scales to Grasmere with 12 spirits were still high, the sun was still
peaks along the way. Now appreciating shining and we had 3 more days ahead
the magnitude of our task, we nonetheless of us. At Grasmere youth hostel and
set off with overfull bellies and renewed ever flexible, we revised our goal from
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‘all’ to ‘as many as possible’ and we
would enjoy our trip. With that in mind
day three with its 15 peaks was
considerably less daunting. Because of
personal commitments, Kay knew her
fitness had suffered and Claire now had
a sore foot so they set off with the aim
of getting to Wasdale avoiding as
many peaks as possible. Sally and I?
Well, we’d do our best, which turned
out to be 9 missing out on the
Langdales, Bow Fell and Esk Pike. Kay
and Claire were clean and already into
their 2nd glass of wine as we staggered
into the pub at about 7.30 pm. How
come it took that long to descend from
Scafell?
Day four took us to Honister. We walked
mostly together but with Sally and I
breaking off to make sure we included
Kirk Fell and the Gables, with Claire and
Kay enjoying the pleasure of a Jetboil
and fresh tea on the hill. Reunited on
Brandreth we descended together for our
first and well-deserved ice cream. At the
hostel, we were lucky to get a shower
and food as, surprising as this sounds
now after our desperate summer, it very
soon ran out of water.
Day five took us all together over Dale
Head, Hindscarth and Robinson and on
to Keswick. It was a stunning walk in
glorious weather and a fitting end to our
trip. Despite missing our original goal,
we had had a fabulous time. We had
re-learned some lessons for a challenge
like this – be very fit, start very early in
the morning and have very few stops. The
greater lesson though was a ‘Carpe
Diem’ moment. The 42 peaks of the Bob
Graham round won’t go away but it was
not our time. What we did have was an
unbelievable 5 days in the Lakes with
stunning views as we walked from place
to place, linking areas that we normally
only see in isolation. We had challenged
ourselves physically, adapted our plans
and enjoyed it together as a team.
If you feel inspired but need even more
of a challenge, perhaps you may want
to try the whole EpicTri.
http://theepictri.com/.
Photos: Top “Keswick knobbly knees
contest” Middle “Dale Head - day 5”,
Bottom “on the buses”
Jackie Newman

trip reports
snow, cloud and very poor visibility at
times. They ended the day with gear
shopping and cafes in Keswick. Pam and
Bob did a circuit of Causey Pike. Going
Bill Russell, Jon Erwood, Peter Collins
up to the col was difficult against the
10 Days climbing by the Seaside North wind with the path broken in places and
West Tip of Siclly. Seemed to miss
the ground sloping down steeply. Once
worst of Bad weather over Europe and on the col the weather deteriorated
managed to climb every day. Lots of
rapidly into snow and ice balls, clearing
good routes done on very sharp
to give sun for the rest of the afternoon.
Limestone. Think this will become a very Sunday: Bob and Pam headed up Cat
popular Winter Rock trip
Bells, Maidens Moor and Knitting Haws.
Phil also headed up Cat Bells and the
Gosligas explored Newlands Valley.
Sally and Nick drove to Dodd Wood
Forestry Commission car park and
headed up Carl Side and Skiddaw
returning via Longside edge and Ullock
Pike. An incredibly clear winter’s day
with a sprinkling of snow on the tops and
views to die for.

9th February 2012
San Vito, Sicily

San Vito, Sicily

17-19th March 2012
Bryn Brethnau, Capel Curig
18-20th February 2012
Stair Hut, Newlands Valley
Maryke Gosliga, Mel Gosliga, Ray
Gosliga, Nick Haine, Max Hepburn,
Max Ingham-Johnson, Bob Lee, Phil
Parry, Pam Trill, Sally Woodbridge

Maryke Gosliga, Mel Gosliga,
Raymond Gosliga, Nick Haine, Barry
Hawkins, Max Hepburn, Martyn Jones,
Bob Lee, Paul Nurse, Phil Parry, Jenny
Walker, Sally Woodbridge, Jackie
Verrinder

the rain had stopped) and did a circuit
of Causey Pike, Scar Crags, Sail and
Crag Hill, dropping into the Coledale
valley when the weather turned nasty on
the tops and bumped into Mel, Ray
Maryke, Phil and Max H. En route. A visit
to the Swinside Inn on the way back
completed a very refreshing day out.
Mel, Maryke, Ray, Phil and Max had
walked to Grisedale Pike and back from
Braithwaite. As predicted by the weather
forecast they encountered sun, hail,

Max H. Walked from the hut up
Crimpiau and Craig Wen and stayed
on the ridge above Llyn Cowlyd
Reservoir before dropping down to the
Dam and walking back along the
reservoir back to the valley. A chilly
day with a wintry shower but brilliant
views. Jackie V., Paul N., Jenny, Mel,
Maryke and Raymond did some
cunning car juggling and then, starting
from Capel Curig, went up the ridge to
include Y Foel Goch and the Glyders.

The views were on and off through low
cloud and hail showers, when they
were there the views were great.
Returned back through the Devil’s
Kitchen and Cwm Idwal. Phil, Bob,
Martyn and Barry H. Had a brilliant
day starting at Glan Dena and
ascending Pen-yr-Ole Wen, Carnedd
Dafydd and Carnedd Llewelyn,
descending along Y Braich Ridge.
Weather varied from snow and hail to
lengthy periods of sunshine. Finished
the day in the Pinnacle Cafe in Capel
Curig. Evening festivities included a
large chocolate cake baked by Jackie
V. For birthday boy Martyn. Sunday
18th March – Most of the group
headed up for some lovely scrambling
on Moel Siabod with a few venturing
towards Llyn Crafnant . Sally and Nick
headed out to the Eigau valley and
gaining the high ground after crossing
the dam, reached the summits of Pen
Llithrig y Wrach and Pen yr Helg Du.
To drop back down the the Eigau valley
they used the climbers path to the base
of amphitheatre buttress. More brilliant
views all day.

6th-9th April 2012
Porth Clais campsite, St
Davids, North Pembrokeshire
Saturday: Nick and Sally left lateish (after Saturday 17th March – Nick, Sally and

Skddaw Panorama
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Bob Lee, Pam Trill, Diccon, Matthew
and Tom Proctor, Val and William Lum,
Jo Alford and Luke and Bekky, Steve
and Jackie Newman, Colin, Mary and
Helen, Kay, Barry and Catherine, Pete
A. and Debs, Nick L. and Chris, Sally
and Nick H.
A fantastically fun camping meet despite
the cold and a bit of drizzle. Thanks to
Bob for organising it. Lovely to meet up

trip reports
with ex-club members and their families
and a great group from Wessex
Mountaineering Club. Beautiful climbing
on slabby limestone with the waves
splashing in underneath.

Barry on ‘Dreamboat Annie’
Plenty of routes done in Port Clais
including numerous ascents of 2 star
classics - Diagonal crack S4a, Sea Rider
VS4c, Dreamboat Annie HVS5a and Red
Wall S4a. Congratulations to Luke on his
first trad leads!

11th-13th May 2012
20th-22nd April 2012
The Count House, Bosigran, Glan Dena, North Wales
Cornwall

Maryke Gosliga, Mel Gosliga,
Raymond Gosliga, Sally Woodbridge,
Maryke, Mel and Raymond Gosliga,
Alex Sharp, Jon Erwood, Max InghamAlex Sharp, Jon Erwood, Richard
Johnson, Diccon Proctor, Val Lum, Fiona
Andrews, Alan Wilkinson, Bill Russell,
Broadbent, Geoff Bowles, Paul Turton,
Bob Lee, Jenny Walker
Jenny Walker, Nick Lovell, Chris Lovell,
A good weekend was had by all. Jackie Newman, Steve Newman,
Amazingly we did not get rained on at Martyn Jones, Mick Barnes
all the whole weekend! There was plenty
of rain, but at night, when we were in Sat 12th May. Diccon, Steve N., Nick L.
the pub, but not when out walking / And Chris L. Craig Yr Oen, Moelwyns.
climbing. Saturday, Richard, Alan, Alex Nice climbing on great rock Slack (S),
and Jon headed west along the coastal Pinky (VS), Kirkus Direct (S). Jenny, Mel,
path from the hut. The walking was good Raymond, Alex, Val, Fiona and Martyn
with excellent views. Most unusually did the classic circuit of Pen Yr Ole Wen,
Richard kept suggesting a pub stop for Carnedd Dafydd and Carnedd Llewellyn,
lunch, which the group reluctantly agreed with an out and back to Foel Grach and
to after passing through the old Levant returning down the reservoir road. Fiona
mine workings. Obviously we were and Raymond added in the scramble to
energised by a couple of pints as the Pen yr Helgl Du and a descent down Y
return from Botallack was quicker than Braich. Sally and Jackie headed out for
the journey there! Sunday, Richard, Jon a long circuit of the Carneddau including
and Alex met up with Bob, Bill and Alan dropping down to the Eigau valley. Sun
at Land's End for a cliff climb. After an 13th May. Val and Martyn headed up
interesting descent Jon gallantly Pen Llithrig Y Wrach in a strong wind that
'volunteered' to lead Richard and Alex prevented them topping out. Sally, Alex
up the 'Exit route'. Bob, Bill and Alan did' and Fiona walked in a blustery wind into
Cwm Idwal around the lake and after an
the Economist'.
attempt on Y Garn which was cut short
by the wind sauntered round Llyn Ogwen
back to the hut. Diccon, Jon, Jackie, Steve
N., Nick L. And Chris L. Went to Craig
Attrem and after managing half a pitch
of climbing in the wind they went for a
walk through the valley.

2nd-9th June 2012
Lochinver Mission,
Assynt, Scotland
Richard Andrews, Geoff Bowles, Fiona
Broadbent, Pete Collins, Maryke
Gosliga, Nick Haine, Max Hepburn,
Kay King, Paul Matthews, Jackie
Newman, Phil Parry, Bill Russell, Paul
Turton, Jenny Walker, Sally
Woodbridge, Barry Wright
Geoff travelled up early, arriving at
Torridon Youth Hostel on Tuesday 29th
then on Wednesday he walked over Ben

Porth Clais Campsite, Easter 2012
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trip reports
Alligin by it’s horns. It was a clear
cloudless day, so there were lots of stops
for photos. Afterwards he drove to the
end of the road at Diabaig and went for
an evening paddle around Shieldaig
Peninsula and back. On the Thursday he
travelled to Lochinver Youth Hostel
stopping for a paddle on Loch Maree on
the way. Conditions were still, with cloud
reflections on the water, then a helpful
breeze to blow him back to the end. The
next day he launched the sea kayak at
Badenscallie burial ground and did the
classic trip round the Summer Isles with
the sight of a big heather fire still burning
on Tanera Mor. He had a walking day
on Saturday with a long 29k walk over
Suilven via Inverkirkaig and the Falls of
Kirkaig. Sunday 3rd. Kay, Barry, Sally,
Nick, Fiona, Paul, Phil, and Bill all
headed up Suilven taking in various
peaks and scrambles and return routes.
Jackie, Pete and Richard did the same
but fitted in an ascent of Canisp first.
Jenny, Paul and Maryke tackled part of
the Quinag ridge with great views,
strong winds and occasional sun and
linked up with Max on the bealach.
Geoff did a coast-top walk on the Point
of Stoer. Monday 4th. Maryke had a
wonderful walk in the sun to Stoer point
with great views, lots of birds and a seal

Decending from Ben More Assynt towards Conival

making it all worthwhile. Pete, Phil, Bill
and Richard enjoyed a walk into
Sandwood Bay which lived up to its
reputation for being remote and
unspoiled. Fiona, Paul M., Jenny and
Paul T. Went up Stac Pollaidh. It was
windy and cold but dry with some
excellent scrambling after an awkward
wall had been negotiated. Nick, Sally,
Jackie, Barry and Kay drove to Reiff for
some sea cliff climbing. At Pooh cliff
Barry had difficulties getting off the

Quinag
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ground on the first Severe he chose but
then ably dispatched Pooh Corner VS4c
thinking that was a Severe too! Sally led
Rose Root VDiff. We then moved to
Minch Wall where Nick led Dunskiing
VS4c, Barry led that and Jim Nastic VS4c
and Sally led Slip Jig HS. Geoff launched
the sea kayak at Clashnessie and
paddled across the bay to Eilean Chrona
waking up a lot of seals on the way. He
then followed the beautiful shore of
Oldany Island to the passage between it
and the mainland. He had arrived at
spring low water so had an extended
lunch break waiting for the sea to come
back in and fill it. He continued to
Culkein Drumbeg before returning the
way he’d come. Tuesday 5th. Richard,
Phil, Bill and Pete went to Stac Pollaidh
and climbed West Buttress. Kay and
Barry did a lovely walk to the Eas a
Chual Aluinn waterfall, reportedly the
highest in Great Britain with a drop of
200m. Nick, Sally and Jackie summitted
the local munroes Ben mor Assynt and
Conival. Geoff launched the kayak at
Scourie and paddled up the stunning
coast towards Tarbet. He then crossed to
Handa Island, where the sea conditions
seemed good, and so continued round
the island. The going got rougher for a
bit so the focus was on the waves rather
than the incredible cliffs and sea birds
but after landing he had a very enjoyable

trip reports
3 hours taking photographs. Maryke
walked around Rubha Mor from Reiff. A
great walk to the point then back on the
other side, lovely and dry underfoot but
would have been tough if it was boggy.
There was some great bird spotting at
the point. Paul T. Drove Jenny to Durness
for a beach walk, a pint and a walk to
Sandwood Bay via the cliffs for a
birthday day out. Thanks to Richard for
arranging the champagne at the meal in
the Mission cafe in the evening.
Wednesday 6th. Fiona, Paul M., Pete,
Geoff and Richard did a circuit of the
Quinag peaks. The weather co-operated
with the clag, which had threatened to
engulf the whole mountain, progressively
clearing and giving views from all of the
summits. Kay and Barry walked from
Reiff to Rubha Na Coigich and back.
Jackie, Sally and Nick walked to the Eas
a Chual Aluin waterfall and back.
Maryke, Phil, Paul, Jenny and Max set
off for Suilven with Phil branching off to
do Canisp. Max, Jenny and Paul took in
both the East and West summits.
Thursday 7th. Nick, Sally, Bill and Phil
did a traverse of Quinag managing to
see the ptarmigan and chicks that Max
had spotted earlier that week, it was
misty at first but turned into a glorious
afternoon with excellent views. Richard
and Barry went climbing at Reiff and had
a great time in the sunshine all day.
Richard led the Ramp (S) and Barry led
Sticky Fingers (VS4c) at Pooh Cliff. They
then went to Minch Wall and Richard led
T Square (VDiff) and Athletes Foot
(HS4b), Barry led Polka (VS4b) with a
direct start. They finished at Seal Song
where Barry led the excellent Moody
Blues (VS4b). Kay, Jackie and Maryke
hitched a lift with Geoff to the ferry to
Handa Island, Geoff headed off in his
kayak whilst the others got the ferry to
the island to look at the birds, flowers
and seals, the puffins did not disappoint!
Geoff was joined on the water by puffins,
guillemots, razorbills and shags with
skuas, kittiwakes, fulmars, gulls and terns
overhead. He visited the interesting area
of rocks in the cliffs north of Tarbet and
then headed back to meet the ferry.
Jenny and Paul headed up to see the Old

Man of Stoer then, after meeting Pete, on Saturday. Great to see Di and Fiona
who also joined us on Saturday evening.
drove out for a lovely walk.

15th September 2012
Swanage
Richard Andrews, Ed Brown, Nick
Haine, Bob Lee, Paul Nurse, Diccon
Proctor, Sally Woodbridge

The alternative delights of Lochinver

22nd-24th June 2012
Thorpe Farm Bunkhouse
Hathersage, Peak District

Paul camped at Toms Field with his family
for the weekend. The rest of us just
headed up for the Saturday, sunny and
breezy. We climbed at cattle troughs all
day taking in Chockney, Resurrection,
Pulpit Route, Isis and others.

Pete Anderson, John Bass, Ed Brown,
Jon Erwood, Mel Gosliga, Raymond
Gosliga, Nick Haine, Phil Parry, Alex
Sharp, Alan Wilkinson, Sally
Woodbridge
Saturday 23rd. John and Ed climbed at
Birchen. Sunday 24th. Sally and Nick
went fell running, doing the Edale Skyline
run (minus the horrible boggy bit at the
end of the valley) in preparation for their
first Mountain Marathon

20th-22nd July 2012
Caseg Fraith, Snowdonia
Chris Anderson, Pete Anderson, John
Bass, Paul Day and family, Jon Erwood,
Maryke, Mel and Raymond Gosliga,
Amy Kilpin, Kay King, Bob Lee, Nick,
Chris and Freddie Lovell, Val and
William Lum, Paul Matthews and
Family, Jackie Newman, Paul Nurse
and family, Alex Sharp, Pete, Molly
and Henry Templar, Dawn, Pam Trill,
Paul Turton, Jenny Walker, Barry
Wright
A miracle change in the weather from
weeks of unrelenting rain gave a super
dry and sunny weekend - albeit very
windy on the tops on Sunday. The ten
children behaved brilliantly and the four
ULMC members appreciated the dinner
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‘Fallen Block Climb’

29th September - 8th October
2012
Kalymnos, Greece
Peter Collins, Phil Parry, Bob Lee, Mick
Barnes, Lyn Griffiths, Mike Padmore,
Jon Erwood, Richard Andrews, Jackie
Newman, Steve Newman , Nick
Haine, Sally Woodbridge, Pilar
Martinez (WMC)
Saturday 29 October saw 13 of us fly
off to Kalymnos, Greece for 10 days
climbing. Excellent week, far too much
to mention here. Can see this becoming
an annual trip.

committee news
Committee meeting 21st
February 2012
Present: - Paul Turton, Bob Lee, Pete
Anderson, Jenny Walker, Sally
Woodbridge
Apologies for absence: - Phil Parry,
Nick Haine

news

Meets Report: Easter camping meet
was a great success with over 30
attending. May 2012 camping meet
to be organised by Bob. Bob has
discussed joint meets with the Wessex
Mountaineering Club President, Steve
Walls. It was agreed that guest fees
would not be appropriate for members
of the other club on joint meets. It was
agreed to keep the family meet as
ACC only.
Social Events: Paul to ask Jenny to
co-ordinate catering on Family meet.
Richard to ask Mick to arrange a local
walk. Recent slide show went well.
AOB: Paul to ask Mike to add scanner
icon for smart phones, twitter and
facebook details to poster. Icons and
links to facebook and twitter to be
added to ACC website. Committee
agreed that valid BMC card would be
acceptable for use at Green Park.
Agreed that the club could fund the
£3/week cost of an advert on UKC
and UKH. All agreed that overseas
members do not need to pay the BMC
membership component of the ACC
subscription charge as they are not
affiliated to the BMC.

Meets Report: Bob polled interest in a
camping meet and venue. Bob will
arrange this meet for North Pembroke,
Sally to arrange camping meet for
September 2012 at Swanage.
Treasurers Report: Pete reported very
clearly on the situation with the club’s
declining cash reserves, the root cause
of which has been the decrease in the
balance of the subscriptions(the
remainder of the subscriptions after
deducting the BMC subscription and
MRC donation). This will be addressed
in the committee’s recommendations to
the AGM.
Social Events: There is a slide show on
5th March – Sally to put out a reminder
AOB: Paul to progress the poster with
Mike Erwood. Bob to email Nick
about reminders from yahoo about
meets, which now seem to be daily
(reported later by Nick that this cannot
Committee meeting16th July
be changed).
2012
Present: - Richard Andrews, Paul
st
Committee meeting 1 May
Turton, Bob Lee, Pete Anderson, Sally
2012
Woodbridge, Jenny Walker
Present: - Richard Andrews, Paul
Turton, Bob Lee, Pete Anderson, Sally Apologies for absence: - Phil Parry,
Nick Haine,
Woodbridge
Apologies for absence: - Phil Parry,
Nick Haine, Jenny Walker
Matters arising from AGM: Bob has
posted tweets. Other committee
members have the password and
information on how to tweet.
Committee agreed to only publicise
the Monday pub meet prior to a meet
to new members due to low pub
turnout. Time for the pub meet was
agreed as 9:30pm during the Green
Park season and 8:30pm in the
winter.
Membership Report: 41 members
have rejoined plus the 3 life members.

Membership Report: The club currently
has 50 members.
Meets Report: Six people attended the
camping meet on the Jubilee weekend
in the peak District. Bob updated the
committee on the current state of
bookings for 2013.
Social Events: Christmas dinner to be
organised by Jenny.
AGM Minuts can be found in files
section of Yahoo site
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Tim Tilden-Walker
On behalf of the club we would like
to extend our deepest sympathy to
Jenny and her family following the
death of her husband Tim after a
long fight with illness. Although not
a club member Tim attended meets
when Jenny first joined but always
preferred to walk and appreciate the
scenery. Tim’s main interest was
vintage cars and many of these
made quite a show at Dinton church
for his funeral which was also
attended by many club members
past and present.
Jenny, Paul and Angus Coe also
recently attended the funeral of
Charles Tidwell. Charles was an
active member of the club for many
years and possibly on the clubs first
overseas adventure when they
travelled overland to the Atlas
Mountains of Morocco to climb and
walk
ACC On-line and Social Media
During the AGM there was a
discussion regarding how we should
make better use of the internet and
social media. The club already had
a Facebook group but it wasn’t well
publicised so we have made an
effort to promote this as an
alternative to Yahoo as a means of
sharing information and photos etc.
As always it would be good to see
more people making use of this and
adding photos. There were also
some very strong opinions that we
should have a Twitter account and
as a result Mike Padmore set up
‘AylesClimbing’. So far it has not
really being utilised to any great
extent. Links to all of the above can
be found on the club website.
Slide Show
There will be a slide show at the
squash club on November 26th at
8pm. If you have some photos to fill
a 20 minute or less slot then please
let us know as soon as possible.

Christmas Dinner Menu
TO START

ACC on the Web
and Social Media

Soup of the moment

www.acc.org.uk

Pancakes stack of spinach with feta cheese; mushroom with onions; ratatouille; sweet
tomato dressing

For up-to-date meet details and
information for new members.

Crayfish & rocket salad with Marie rose sauce

Links to club social media sites
for photos, discussions, day
trip arrangements and club
announcemnents.

Smoked chicken & pomegranate salad with raspberry dressing

MAIN COURSES
Honey & mustard marinated fillet of salmon with roasted cherry tomatoes risotto
Vegetables Wellington with crushed new potatoes & baby carrots, vegetable gravy
Sirloin steak with chips, salad (£4.00 supplement) Diane sauce £1.50
Confit of duck with braised red cabbage, green beans, sauté potatoes & beetroot jus
Roast turkey with all the trimmings

Climbing
Walls

Recycling on Meets
Many of the huts that we visit do not have refuse collections and therefore we have to remove
any rubbish generated during our stay which over a weekend can amount to a considerable
quantity. It’s not, however, just about convenience and as a group of people who have a
common interest in the wild natural environment then we should have a greater awareness
of our environmental impact. If a hut does not have dedicated recycling facilities then it
would be good if all club members would take responsibility for their own recyclables. If you
had room to bring it then you should have room to take it home! This applies to glass
bottles, steel and aluminium cans, plastics and cardboard.

Newsletter Contributions
Please send all newsletter contributions (news, articles, meet reports, reviews, photos etc..) to
nick.haine@talktalk.net. Can accept most formats, including legible hand writing. If sending
photos please do not place in a word document. Please do your best to check spellings,
especially of route or place names.

Feedback?
The editor and committee are very keen to receive comments feedback and ideas regarding
all aspects of club activities. It would help us to run the club in the way that suits you if we
are made aware of any views, gripes and groans.
The views expressed in this newsletter are those of the individual authors and do not represent the
views or ethos of the editor, the committee or the Aylesbury Climbing Club as a whole.

Committee Members
Chairman
Paul Turton
President
Jenny Walker
Secretary
Richard Andrews
Meets
Bob Lee
Membership
Sally Woodbridge
Treasurer
Pete Anderson
Social
Vacancy
Communications
Nick Haine

01844 238518
01296 713269
01494 526645
01296 651308
01327 811024
01844 260712
01327 811024

Various members of the club
climb at local climbing walls on
weekday evenings. On Thursdays a
regular group can be found at Oxford
Brookes and club members are also
visiting Milton Keynes on Friday
evenings. If you are interested in joining
us then post a message on the Yahoo
group to find out who’s going where. On
the last Friday of every month we are also
doing a climb and curry evening at
Milton Keynes. Climbing at Big Rock
from 7ish before retiring to a local curry
house at around 9. Please contact Sally
if you wish to join us. Green Park
climbing for 2013 will run from 8th April
to 30th September.

Club Discounts
Cotswold
(Milton Keynes, Bicester,
St Albans)
www.cotswoldoutdoor.co.uk
Use your club membership card for 15%
discount. The card is registered under the
club chairman’s name (Paul Turton).
The Outdoor Shop,
Stony Stratford,
www.theoutdoorshop.com
Your club card entitles you to
approximately 20% off the SRP off most
items (excluding maps, books or fuel).

